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a b s t r a c t
Monte Carlo methods have received much attention in the recent literature of phylogeny analysis. However, the conventional Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms, such as the Metropolis–Hastings algorithm,
tend to get trapped in a local mode in simulating from the posterior distribution of phylogenetic trees,
rendering the inference ineffective. In this paper, we apply an advanced Monte Carlo algorithm, the stochastic approximation Monte Carlo algorithm, to Bayesian phylogeny analysis. Our method is compared
with two popular Bayesian phylogeny software, BAMBE and MrBayes, on simulated and real datasets. The
numerical results indicate that our method outperforms BAMBE and MrBayes. Among the three methods,
SAMC produces the consensus trees which have the highest similarity to the true trees, and the model
parameter estimates which have the smallest mean square errors, but costs the least CPU time.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Phylogenetic inference is one of fundamental topics in molecular evolution. The traditional methods select a single ‘‘best” tree,
either by the neighbor joining (NJ) method (Saitou and Nei,
1987) or according to some optimality criterion, such as minimum
evolution (Kidd and Sgaramella-Zonta, 1971; Rzhetsky and Nei,
1992), maximum parsimony (Fitch, 1971; Maddison, 1991), and
maximum likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981, 1993; Kishino et al.,
1990; Salter and Pearl, 2001). The neighbor joining method is a distance-based clustering method, which constructs phylogenetic
trees by successively pairing the taxa with the smallest distance
between sequences. The maximum evolution, maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood methods are in practice always combined with a search algorithm looking for the ‘‘best” tree. The
maximum evolution method seeks for the tree with the smallest
sum of branch lengths, the maximum parsimony methods seeks
for the tree that requires the minimum number of mutations for
reproducing the data, and the maximum likelihood method seeks
for the tree that is most likely to have occurred given the observed
data and the model of evolution. Although the traditional methods
work well for many problems, they do not produce valid inferences
beyond point estimates. Although uncertainty of the phylogeny
estimation can be measured by the bootstrap resampling method
(Felsenstein, 1985; Newton, 1996), the computational complexity
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of bootstrapping has constrained the applications of the method
to very small problems.
Bayesian methods have received much attention in the recent
literature of phylogeny analysis. Signiﬁcant early work include
Mau (1996), Rannala and Yang (1996), Yang and Rannala (1997),
Mau and Newton (1997), Mau et al. (1999), Larget and Simon
(1999), Newton et al. (1999), and Li et al. (2000), where the
Metropolis–Hastings (MH) algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953;
Hastings, 1970) is often employed to simulate from a posterior distribution deﬁned on the parameter space that includes tree topologies as well as branch lengths and the parameters of the sequence
evolutionary model. It is known that Bayesian phylogeny inference
can depend on the prior distributions used in the analysis. Refer to
Alfaro and Holder (2006) for discussions on how to set prior distributions for Bayesian phylogeny analysis.
Bayesian methods have several characteristics different from
the traditional methods. Firstly, it automatically accounts for the
uncertainty embedded in the structure of phylogenetic trees and
the model parameter estimates. For example, it can provide a posterior probability that a particular tree or a portion of the tree represents the true phylogeny, and this in turn supplies with
evolutionary biologists reasonable weighting of trees for further
inference. The review of Huelsenbeck et al. (2001) puts more
emphasis on this point. Secondly, Bayesian methods make analysis
of large datasets more tractable. The samples simulated from the
posterior distribution can be used to construct consensus trees,
which can be much faster than the bootstrap resampling method
(Larget and Simon, 1999). However, as pointed out by Suzuki
et al. (2002), Bayesian methods may give over-credibility to the
trees inferred.
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Another difﬁculty with Bayesian methods is the lack of efﬁcient
posterior samplers. Conventional MCMC algorithms, e.g., the MH
algorithm used by most Bayesian phylogeny software, tend to get
trapped in a local energy minimum, rendering ineffective inference
for the phylogeny. In this paper, the energy function refers to the
negative log-posterior distribution function of the phylogeny, and
the local energy minimum refers to a local mode of the posterior
distribution. We note that the local-trap problem has also occurred
in applications of the optimization-based traditional methods,
such as the maximum likelihood and maximum evolution methods. A number of authors have been aware of this difﬁculty and
have tried to employ some advanced MCMC algorithms to resolve
it. For example, Huelsenbeck and Ronquist (2001) and Altekar et al.
(2004) employed parallel tempering (Geyer, 1991) and Feng et al.
(2003) employed the multiple-try Metropolis algorithm (Liu
et al., 2000). Cheon and Liang (2008) applied a sequential Monte
Carlo algorithm to the problem, but focusing on the maximum a
posteriori (MAP) trees. These advanced Monte Carlo algorithms
can usually converge faster than the MH algorithm for simulating
from the distributions for which the energy landscape is rugged.
A recent work by Lakner et al. (2008) provides an analysis of efﬁciency of several MCMC moves in the tree space and suggests the
use of a mixture of the moves that slightly perturb the tree and
the moves that make drastic changes to the topology.
In this paper, we apply the stochastic approximation Monte
Carlo (SAMC) algorithm (Liang et al., 2007) to this problem. The
SAMC algorithm has two nice features. Firstly, it possesses the
self-adjusting mechanism and thus avoids essentially the localtrap problem suffered by other MCMC algorithms, e.g., the MH
algorithm used in BAMBE (Larget and Simon, 1999) and the parallel tempering algorithm used in MrBayes (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001), in simulating from the posterior distribution of
phylogenetic trees. Secondly, it falls into the category of dynamic
importance sampling algorithms; the phylogeny and the model
parameters can be inferred by weightedly averaging over the samples generated in simulations. The new method is compared with
two popular Bayesian phylogeny software, BAMBE and MrBayes,
on simulated and real datasets. The numerical results indicate that
SAMC outperforms BAMBE and MrBayes for Bayesian phylogeny
analysis. Among the three methods, SAMC produced the consensus
trees which are most similar to the true trees, and the model
parameter estimates which have the smallest mean square errors,
but cost the least CPU time.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we provide a brief description of Bayesian phylogeny analysis. In
Section 3, we ﬁrst give a brief review of the SAMC algorithm and
then describe its implementation for Bayesian phylogeny inference. In Section 4, we present the numerical results on simulated
and real data examples. In Section 5, we conclude the paper with
a brief discussion.

2. Bayesian phylogeny analysis
A phylogenetic tree can be represented as a rooted binary tree,
each node with descendants representing the most recent common
ancestor of the descendants, and the root representing the most
common ancestor of all the entities at the leaves of the tree. In general, a phylogenetic tree of n leaves has n  2 internal nodes
(excluding the root node) and 2n  2 branches. The length of
branch represents the distance between two end node sequences,
and it is often calculated from a model of substitution of residues
over the course of evolution.
Suppose that we are interested in conducting a phylogeny analysis for n nucleotide sequences (taxa). The problem for protein sequences is similar. The nucleotide sequences can be arranged as a n

by N matrix, where N is the common number of sites or the common length of the sequences. By assuming that evolution among
sites is independent conditioned on the given genealogy, modeling
is reduced to a single site. Although this assumption greatly simpliﬁes the likelihood calculation, it is quite probably violated by most
coding sequence datasets. As explained by Galtier et al. (2005), the
sites in a protein (or a RNA sequence) interacts to determine the
selected three-dimensional structure of the molecular, so the evolutionary process of interacting sites are not independent. Attempts have been made in the literature to relax the
independence assumption by either introducing an autocorrelation
parameter for the evolutionary rates of neighboring sites or directly modeling the joint evolutionary process of any two neighboring sites. Signiﬁcant work in this respect include Yang (1995),
Felsenstein and Churchill (1996), Thorne et al. (1996), Pollock
et al. (1999), Duret and Galtier (2000), and Robinson et al.
(2003). As our goal is to introduce an advanced Monte Carlo method for Bayesian phylogeny analysis, the independence assumption
is still used in this paper for a demonstration purpose.
Under the independence assumption, several evolutionary
models have been proposed for nucleotides, such as the oneparameter model (Jukes and Cantor, 1969), two-parameter model
(Kimura, 1980), Felsenstein model (1981), and HKY85 model
(Hasegawa et al., 1985). Among the four models, the HKY model
is most ﬂexible, which possesses a general stationary distribution
of nucleotides and allows for different rates of transitional and
transversional events. In this paper, we consider the HKY85 model,
for which the elements of the transition probability matrix are given by




8
>
pj þ pj k1j  1 eah þ kj kjpj eacj h if i ¼ j;
>
>
<


 
Q jji ðhÞ ¼ pj þ pj 1  1 eah  pj eacj h
if i–j ðtransitional eventÞ;
>
kj
kj
>
>
:
ah
pj ð1  e Þ
if i–j ðtransversional eventÞ;
ð1Þ

where h denotes the evolution time or the branch length of the phylogenetic tree, a denotes the evolutionary rate, kj ¼ pA þ pG if base j
is a purine (A or G) and pC þ pT if base j is a pyrimidine (C or T),
cj ¼ 1 þ ðj  1Þkj , and j is a parameter responsible for distinguishing between transitions and transversions. The stationary probabilities of the four nucleotides are pA ; pC ; pG , and pT , respectively. The
HKY85 model includes ﬁve free parameters, namely, a; j; pA ; pC and
pG , which satisfy the constraints a > 0; j > 0; 0 < pA ; pC ; pG < 1,
and 0 < pA þ pC þ pG < 1.
Let x ¼ ðs; h; /Þ denote a phylogenetic tree, where s denotes the
tree topology, h denotes the vector of branch lengths, and / denotes the vector of parameters of the evolutionary model. The likelihood can be calculated using the pruning method proposed by
Felsenstein (1981). The pruning method produces a collection of
partial likelihoods of subtrees, starting from the leaves and working recursively to the root for each site. Let S ¼ fA; C; G; Tg denote
the set of nucleotides. For site k of a leaf e, deﬁne Lke ðiÞ ¼ 1 if state i
matches the base found in the sequence and 0 otherwise, where i
indexes the elements of S. At site k of an internal node v, the conditional probability of descendant data given state i is

Lkv ðiÞ

¼

X

!
Lku ðjÞQ jji ðhvu Þ

j2S



X

!
Lkw ðjÞQ jji ðhvw Þ

;

i 2 S;

j2S

where u and w denote the two children nodes of v, and hab denotes
the length of the branch ended with the nodes a and b. The likelihood of the tree can then be written as

LðxjDÞ ¼

N X
Y
k¼1 i2S

p0 ðiÞLkq ðiÞ;

ð2Þ
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where D denotes the observed sequences of n taxa, q denotes the
root node, and p0 is the initial probability distribution assigned to
the ancestral root sequence. In all simulations of this paper, p0 is
set to the observed frequency of the nucleotides of the given
sequences.
Let f ðxÞ denote the prior distribution of x. The posterior distribution of the phylogenetic tree can then be formed as

f ðxjDÞ / LðxjDÞf ðxÞ:

ð3Þ

Various samplers can then be employed to sample from this posterior. For example, BAMBE employed the MH algorithm, and MrBayes
employed the parallel tempering algorithm.
In this paper, we follow Mau et al. (1999) and Larget and Simon
(1999) to place a uniform prior on x. This can be understood that
we place a uniform prior on both the parameter space of the HKY
model and the joint space of tree topology and branch lengths induced by the HKY model; that is, we set f ð/Þ / 1 and f ðs; hj/Þ / 1.
Under this setting, the MAP tree coincides with the maximum likelihood tree.

Let JðxÞ denote the index of the subregion that the sample x belongs to. Let fKs ; s P 0g be a sequence of compact subsets of H
such that

[

and Ks  intðKsþ1 Þ;

Ks ¼ H;

The SAMC algorithm
(a) (Sampling) Simulate a sample xðtþ1Þ by a single MH update
with the target distribution as deﬁned in (5).
(a.1) Generate y according to a proposal distribution
qðxt ; yÞ.
(a.2) Calculate the ratio
h

r¼e
3.1. A review of the SAMC algorithm

x 2 X;

ð4Þ

where X is the sample space, and Z is the normalizing constant. In
the context of Bayesian phylogeny analysis, wðÞ corresponds to the
unnormalized posterior density LðxjDÞf ðxÞ as speciﬁed in (3), and
X corresponds to the sample space of x. Let UðxÞ ¼  log wðxÞ,
which is called the energy function in terms of physics. Suppose
that the sample space has been partitioned according to the energy
function into m disjoint subregions denoted by E1 ¼ fx : UðxÞ <
u1 g; E2 ¼ fx : u1 6 UðxÞ < u2 g; . . . ; Em1 ¼ fx : um2 6 UðxÞ < um1 g, and
Em ¼ fx : UðxÞ P um1 g, where u1 ; . . . ; um1 are real numbers speciﬁed
by the user. Issues on how to partition the sample space or how to
specify the numbers u1 ; . . . ; um1 will be further discussed at the end
of Section 3.2.
SAMC seeks to draw samples from each of the subregions with a
pre-speciﬁed frequency. Let xðtþ1Þ denote a sample drawn from a
MH kernel K hðtÞ ðxðtÞ ; Þ with the proposal distribution qðxðtÞ ; Þ and
the stationary distribution

fhðtÞ ðxÞ /

m1
X

wðxÞ
ðtÞ

i¼1

ehi

Iðx 2 Ei Þ þ wðxÞIðx 2 Em Þ;

ðtÞ

ð5Þ

ðtÞ

where hðtÞ ¼ ðh1 ; . . . ; hm1 Þ is an ðm  1Þ-vector in a space H. For
loss of generality, we asconvenience, we set hðtÞ
m ¼ 0. Here, without
R
sume that Em is non-empty; that is, Em wðxÞdx > 0. A subregion Ei is
R
called an empty subregion if Ei wðxÞdx ¼ 0. In practice, Em can be replaced by any subregion which is known to be non-empty.
Let p ¼ ðp1 ; . . . ; pm Þ be an m-vector with 0 < pi < 1 and
Pm
i¼1 pi ¼ 1, which deﬁnes the desired sampling frequencies of
the subregions. Henceforth, p will be called the desired sampling
distribution. Deﬁne HðhðtÞ ; xðtþ1Þ Þ ¼ ðeðtþ1Þ  pÞ, where eðtþ1Þ ¼
ðtþ1Þ
ðtþ1Þ
ðtþ1Þ
¼ 1 if xðtþ1Þ 2 Ei and 0 otherwise. Let
ðe1 ; . . . ; em Þ and ei
fct g be a positive, non-decreasing sequence satisfying the
conditions,

ðiÞ

1
X
t¼0

ct ¼ 1; ðiiÞ

1
X

ð6Þ

t¼0

for some d 2 ð1; 2Þ. In the context of stochastic approximation (Robbins and Monro, 1951), fct gtP0 is called the gain factor sequence.

JðxðtÞ Þ

ðtÞ

hJðyÞ

wðyÞqðy; xðtÞ Þ
:
wðxðtÞ ÞqðxðtÞ ; yÞ

ð8Þ

(b) (Weight updating) For all i 2 S, set





ðtþ1Þ
ðtÞ
hi 2 ¼ hi þ atþ1 Ifxðtþ1Þ 2Ei g  pi  atþ1 Ifxðtþ1Þ 2Em g  pm :
ð9Þ
1
(c) 
(Varying truncation)
If hðtþ2Þ 2 Krt , then set ðhðtþ1Þ ; xðtþ1Þ Þ ¼

1
tþ
hð 2Þ ; xðtþ1Þ and rtþ1 ¼ rt ; otherwise, set ðhðtþ1Þ ; xðtþ1Þ Þ ¼
TðhðtÞ ; xðtÞ Þ and rtþ1 ¼ rt þ 1.

The self-adjusting mechanism of the SAMC algorithm is obvious: If a proposal is rejected, the weight of the subregion that
the current sample belongs to will be adjusted to a larger value,
and thus the proposal of jumping out from the current subregion
will be less likely rejected in the next iteration. This mechanism
warrants the algorithm not to be trapped by local energy minima.
The SAMC algorithm represents a signiﬁcant advance in simulations of complex systems for which the energy landscape is rugged.
The proposal distribution qðx; yÞ used in the MH updates is
required to satisfy the following condition: For every x 2 X, there
exist 1 > 0 and 2 > 0 such that

jx  yj 6 1 ) qðx; yÞ P 2 ;

ð10Þ

where jx  yj denotes the Euclidean distance between x and y. This
is a natural condition in study of MCMC theory (Roberts and Tweedie, 1996). In practice, this kind of proposals can be easily designed
for both discrete and continuum systems as discussed in Liang et al.
(2007).
SAMC falls into the category of varying truncation stochastic
approximation algorithms (Chen, 2002; Andrieu et al., 2005). Following Liang et al. (2007), we have the following convergence result:
Under the conditions (6) and (10), for all non-empty subregions,
ðtÞ

cdt < 1;

ðtÞ

(a.3) Accept the proposal with probability minð1; rÞ. If it is
accepted, set xðtþ1Þ ¼ y; otherwise, set xðtþ1Þ ¼ xðtÞ . If
S þ fJðxðtþ1Þ Þg.
Jðxðtþ1Þ Þ R S, set S

Suppose that we are working on inference for a posterior
distribution,

1
wðxÞ;
Z

ð7Þ

where intðAÞ denotes the interior of set A. Let X0 be a subset of X,
and let T : X  H ! X0  K0 be a measurable function which maps
a point in X  H to a random point in X0  K0 . Let rk denote the
number of truncations performed until iteration k. Let S denote
the collection of the indices of the subregions that have been visited
by SAMC. With above notations, one iteration of SAMC can be described as follows.

3. Bayesian phylogeny analysis via the SAMC algorithm

f ðxÞ ¼

s P 0;

sP0

hi ! C þ log

Z

!
wðxÞdx  log ðpi þ p0 Þ;

ð11Þ

Ei

P
as t ! 1, where p0 ¼ j2fi:Ei ¼;g pj =ðm  m0 Þ; m0 ¼ #fi : Ei ¼ ;g is the
R
number of empty subregions, and C ¼  logð Em wðxÞdxÞ þ logðpm þ
p0 Þ.
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ðtÞ

b i ¼ PðxðtÞ 2 Ei Þ be the probability of sampling from the
Let p
b ðtÞ
will
subregion Ei at iteration t. Eq. (11) implies that as t ! 1; p
i
converge to pi þ p0 if Ei –; and 0 otherwise. With an appropriate
speciﬁcation of p, SAMC sampling can be biased to the low energy
subregions to increase the chance of locating the global energy
optimizer.
Let ðxð1Þ ; hð1Þ Þ; . . . ; ðxðnÞ ; hðnÞ Þ denote a set of samples generated by
0
SAMC. Let yð1Þ ; . . . ; yðn Þ denote the distinct samples among
ð1Þ
ðnÞ
x ; . . . ; x . Generate a random variable/vector Y such that

Pn

ðtÞ

t¼1 e

ðiÞ

PðY ¼ y Þ ¼

h

JðxðtÞ Þ

IðxðtÞ ¼ yðiÞ Þ

Pn

h

t¼1 e

;

ðtÞ

i ¼ 1; . . . ; n0 ;

ð12Þ

JðxðtÞ Þ

where IðÞ is the indicator function, and JðxðtÞ Þ denotes the index of
the subregion that the sample xðtÞ belongs to. Since the number of
truncations in the varying truncation algorithm can only occur a ﬁðtÞ
nite number of times (Andrieu et al., 2005), hJðxðtÞ Þ can be bounded in
a compact set and is thus ﬁnite. By calling some results from the literature of non-homogeneous Markov chains, Liang (2009a) showed
that the random variable/vector Y generated in (12) is asymptotically
distributed
as
f ðÞ.
Note
that
the
samples
ðxð1Þ ; hð1Þ Þ; . . . ; ðxðnÞ ; hðnÞ Þ form a non-homogeneous Markov chain.
Therefore, for an integrable function gðxÞ, the expectation Ef gðxÞ
can be estimated by

Ef d
gðxÞ ¼

Pn

h

t¼1 e

ðtÞ
JðxðtÞ Þ

Pn

h

t¼1 e

gðxðtÞ Þ

ð13Þ

:

ðtÞ

3.2. Bayesian phylogeny inference
In this subsection, we ﬁrst describe how to make SAMC moves
over the space of feasible phylogenetic trees, and then discuss
some practical issues on SAMC implementation.
In this paper, the local moves used in Larget and Simon (1999)
was adopted for updating phylogenetic trees. The only difference is
that the acceptance probability of those moves has been adjusted
h

ðtÞ

ðtÞ

h

by the self-adjusting factor e JðxðtÞ Þ JðyÞ as prescribed in Eq. (8). There
are three types of local moves, the moves for model parameter
updating, the moves for branch length updating, and the moves
for tree topology rearrangement. Larget and Simon (1999) applied
those moves to both types of trees with and without molecular
clocks. The trees considered in this paper are without molecular
clocks. We note that Larget and Simon (1999) also prescribed some
global moves for updating phylogenetic trees. Since SAMC is capable of moving across high energy barriers (due to its self-adjusting
mechanism) and the global moves are much more time consuming
than the local moves, only the local moves were adopted in our
simulations. To have the condition (10) satisﬁed, we constrained
the model parameters and branch lengths to a compact set
X ¼ ½B; Bd , where B ¼ 1:0e þ 10 and d is the total number of
branches and model parameters. As a practical matter, this is
equivalent to setting X ¼ Rm .
Let gðxÞ denote a quantity of interest for phylogeny analysis,
such as the presence/absence of a branch or an evolutionary
parameter. It follows from (13) that Ef gðxÞ, the expectation of
gðxÞ with respect to the posterior (3), can be estimated by

d
Ef gð
xÞ ¼
where



For an effective implementation of SAMC, several issues need to
be considered.
 Sample space partitioning. In general, the sample space should
be partitioned such that the MH updates within the same subregion have a reasonable acceptance rate. For Bayesian phylogeny
analysis, the sample space is usually partitioned according to the
energy function. The maximum energy difference in each subregion should be bounded by a reasonable number, say 2; that is
uiþ1  ui 6 2. This ensures the MH moves within the same subregion to have a reasonable acceptance rate. Note that within
the same subregion, the SAMC moves are reduced to the conventional MH moves. Since SAMC allows for the existence of empty
subregions, u1 can be set to a rather small number and um1 can
be set to a rather large number.
 Choice of the desired sampling distribution p. This can be done
according to our aims. For example, if one aims at the MAP tree,
one may choose p to bias sampling to low energy regions to
increase the chance of ﬁnding the global energy minima. In
this paper, since we are interested in Bayesian phylogeny
analysis, we set p to be uniform over all subregions, i.e.,
p1 ¼    ¼ pm ¼ m1 . Our experience shows that setting p to be
uniform often results in more robust estimates for the model
parameters.
 Choice of the gain factor sequence and the total number of iterations. To have the condition (6) satisﬁed, we suggest to choose

JðxðtÞ Þ

As n ! 1; Ef d
gðxÞ ! Ef gðxÞ for the same reason that the usual importance sampling estimate converges (Geweke, 1989).

Pn

k¼n0 þ1 gð

Pn

h

ðkÞ

xk Þe Jðxk Þ
ðkÞ

hJðx Þ
k
k¼n0 þ1 e



ð14Þ

;





ðnÞ
; . . . ; xn ; hJðxn Þ denote the samples generxn0 þ1 ; hJððnx0 þ1Þ
n þ1 Þ
0

ated by SAMC, and n0 denotes the number of burn-in iterations.
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ct ¼



T0
maxðT 0 ; tÞ

g
;

t ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .

ð15Þ

for pre-speciﬁed values of T 0 > 1 and g 2 ð0:5; 1. A large value of T 0
will allow the sampler to reach all subregions very quickly even for
a large system. The appropriateness of the choice of T 0 and N can be
diagnosed by checking the convergence of multiple runs (starting
with different points) through an examination for the variation of
b
h or b
p , where b
h and b
p denote, respectively, the estimates of h and
p obtained at the end of a run. If only a single run was made, a practical guideline for the convergence diagnostic, as suggested by
Wang and Landau (2001), is to examine ﬂatness of the histogram
of the samples drawn at different subregions. A histogram is said
ﬂat if the sampling frequency at each subregion is not less than
80% of the average sampling frequency of the subregions. If the simulation is diagnosed as unconverged, SAMC should be re-run with a
larger value of T 0 , a larger number of iterations, or both. In this paper, we set T 0 ¼ 50 and g ¼ 0:6 in all simulations.
4. Numerical examples
4.1. Simulated examples
In this study, we illustrate how SAMC can be used for Bayesian
phylogeny inference. A total of 20 nucleotide sequences were generated according to a given tree (shown in Fig. 1(a)), a given root
sequence (shown in Table 1), and a HKY85 model with parameters
j ¼ 2; a ¼ 1, and pA ¼ pG ¼ pC ¼ pT ¼ 0:25. The length of each sequence is 300. A C-code used for generating the nucleotide sequences is available upon request from the authors.
SAMC was ﬁrst applied to this example. The sample space was
partitioned into 11 subregions, E1 ¼ fx : UðxÞ > 1830g; E2 ¼
fx : 1830 P UðxÞ > 1828g;;E10 ¼ fx : 1814 P UðxÞ > 1812g;E11 ¼
fx : UðxÞ 6 1812g, where UðxÞ ¼ logðLðxjDÞf ðxÞÞ. SAMC was run
5 times independently, and each run consisted of 2:2  105 iterations. Table 2 shows the relative sampling frequency of each of
the subregions realized in one run. The relative sampling frequency
of subregion i is deﬁned as N i =N  100%, where N i and N denote
the sampling frequency of subregion i and the average sampling
frequency over all non-empty subregions, respectively. Table 2
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Table 2
Relative sampling frequencies of the subregions for the simulated 20-taxon dataset.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the consensus trees produced by SAMC, BAMBE and MrBayes
for the simulated 20-taxon dataset.

Table 1
The root sequence for the simulated example.
AACAAAGCCA CAATTATTAA TACTCTTGCT ACATCCTGAG CAAAAGCCCC
CGCCCTCACA GCTCTCACCC CCCTTATTCT TCTTTCACTA GGGGGCCTCC
CCCCTCTCAC GGGCTTTATA CCAAAATGAC TGATTCTTCA AGAACTAACC
AAACAAGGCC TTGCCCCCAC CGCAACCCTA GCAGCCCTCT CAGCACTCCT
TAGCCTCTAT TTCTACCTGC GCCTCTCCTA CACAATAACC CTCACTATTT
CCCCCAACAG CCTTCTAGGT ACCACCCCCT GACGTTTGCC TTCTACCCAA

indicates that each of the subregions has been sampled approximately equally in the run. We have also explored the relative sampling frequencies realized in the other runs. The results are similar.
This indicate that the simulation has converged, and our choices of
T 0 and the number of iterations are appropriate for this example.
Fig. 1(b) shows one consensus tree constructed based on the samples generated in the ﬁve runs.

Subregion

Frequency

Subregion

Frequency

(1,1830)
[1828,1826)
[1824,1822)
[1820,1818)
[1816,1814)
[1812,1)

98.2702
99.1771
99.3917
99.4507
101.3717
102.2249

[1830,1828)
[1826,1824)
[1822,1820)
[1818,1816)
[1814,1812)

99.3434
99.0483
99.3917
100.7815
101.5488

For comparison, two popular Bayesian phylogeny software,
MrBayes and BAMBE, were also applied to this example. The reasons why we chose these two software for comparison are 2-fold.
Firstly, they are available to the public and have been tested extensively. Secondly, also more importantly, they focus on the Bayesian
phylogeny analysis instead of MAP trees. Each software was run 5
times independently with its default setting, and each run consisted of 2:2  105 iterations. Fig. 1(c) and (d) show the consensus
trees produced by BAMBE and MrBayes, respectively. Fig. 1 indicates that all the consensus trees produced by the three methods
are similar, but the tree produced by SAMC is most similar to the
true one. Similar results can also be found in Figs. 3 and 4 for the
30-taxon and 40-taxon examples, where the consensus trees produced by SAMC are most similar to the true trees. To explain
why SAMC tends to produce better consensus trees, we compare
in Fig. 2 the progression curves of the best log-likelihood values
produced by the above three methods. It indicates that SAMC tends
to produce phylogenetic trees with higher likelihood values than
do BAMBE and MrBayes.
The Bayesian analysis has also been done for the parameters of
the HKY85 model. In each run, the ﬁrst 2  104 iterations were discarded for the burn-in process, and the samples generated in the
remaining iterations were used for the inference. The numerical results were summarized in Table 3. Since each site of the taxon sequences is modeled equally in this example, the parameter a is
restricted to be 1. This is the same for all the three Bayesian methods under comparison. Table 3 shows that SAMC produces the
highest averaged log-likelihood value and the most accurate estimate for the parameter j. Note that the estimates of the nucleotide

Fig. 2. Comparison of the progression curves of the best log-likelihood values produced by SAMC, MrBayes, and BAMBE. Left: SAMC versus BAMBE. Right: SAMC versus
MrBayes.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the consensus trees produced by SAMC, BAMBE and MrBayes for the simulated 30-taxon dataset.

frequencies produced by the three methods are similar. It is interesting to point out that SAMC produced the best results among the
three methods, but it cost the least CPU time. MrBayes employed
the parallel tempering algorithm for the simulation, where multiple Markov chains were run in parallel at different temperatures,
so it cost more CPU time than the single chain methods, BAMBE
and SAMC, for the same number of iterations. BAMBE was a little
more time consuming than SAMC, as it included in the simulation
about ten percents of global moves; 20,000 global moves were performed in the 220,000 iterations. As aforementioned, the global

move is more time consuming than the local move. Later, MrBayes
and BAMBE were re-run independently 5 times, and each run consisted of 2:2  106 iterations, a 10-fold increase of the number of
iterations. However, neither MrBayes and BAMBE could produce
better averaged likelihood values or estimates of j than those produced by SAMC in the previous runs.
To ﬁgure out the impact of the number of taxa on phylogeny
estimation, the three Bayesian methods were applied to two more
datasets with 30 and 40 taxa, which are generated using the same
program as described before. For each dataset, each method was

Fig. 4. Comparison of the consensus trees produced by SAMC, BAMBE and MrBayes for the simulated 40-taxon dataset.
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Table 3
Bayesian analysis for the parameters of the HKY85 model used for the simulated 20-taxon dataset. CPU: CPU time (in minutes) cost by a single run of the algorithm on an Intel
Pentium III computer. Averaged log-likelihood: the difference of the averaged log-likelihood value produced by the respective method and that produced by BAMBE. Each entry of
the table is calculated by averaging over ﬁve independent runs, and the number in the parentheses represent the standard deviation of the corresponding average.
Methods
SAMC
MrBayes
BAMBE

Average log-likelihood

j

pA

pG

pC

pT

2.1

1.69
(0.07)

2.017
(9.9e4)

0.257
(1.9e4)

0.157
(1.6e4)

0.321
(3.0e4)

0.264
(2.4e4)

10.2

0.62
(0.19)

1.894
(6.5e3)

0.255
(7.7e4)

0.158
(4.9e4)

0.322
(7.0e4)

0.266
(5.9e4)

2.6

0
(0.52)

1.627
(4.0e2)

0.248
(2.9e3)

0.156
(3.4e3)

0.330
(4.3e3)

0.266
(5.1e3)

CPU (m)

run 5 times independently, and each run consisted of 2:2  105
iterations. The results were summarized in Table 4 and Figs. 3
and 4. They indicate again that SAMC outperforms BAMBE and
MrBayes. SAMC produced the highest averaged likelihood value,
the most accurate estimate of j, and the consensus trees that have
the highest similarity to the true trees.
4.2. Extensive simulation studies
Our simulation studies in Section 4.1 indicate that SAMC tends
to outperform BAMBE and MrBayes in Bayesian phylogeny analysis. Comparing to BAMBE and MrBayes, SAMC tends to produce
phylogenetic trees with higher likelihood values, more accurate
model parameter estimates, and consensus trees more similar to
the true trees. To concrete this result, more extensive simulation
studies were conducted in this subsection.
For each of the true trees shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 4, 100 datasets
were simulated according to a HKY85 model with the root sequence as shown in Table 1 and the parameters j ¼ 2; a ¼ 1, and
pA ¼ pG ¼ pC ¼ pT ¼ 0:25. SAMC, BAMBE and MrBayes were applied to each of the 300 datasets with the same respective settings
as described in Section 4.1. In all simulations, a was restricted to be
1, as the evolutionary rate of each site of the nucleotide sequences
was modeled equally.
The results were summarized in Table 5, where MAST, standing
for Maximum Agreement Subtree, provides a measurement for the
similarity between the true trees and the consensus trees constructed by the respective methods. The MAST scores were calculated using the software TreeAnalyzer, which was developed
by Dong and Kraemer (2004) based on the tree comparison algorithms by Farach et al. (1995) and Goddard et al. (1994), and was

available at http://www.cs.uga.edu/~eileen/TreeAnalyzer.
Note that TreeAnalyzer has normalized its output by 100; that
is, the MAST score of two identical trees is 100. We also note that
for our datasets, the consensus trees for the 30-taxon data have
lower MAST values than those for the 40-taxon data. This is due
to the structure difference of the corresponding true trees. The true
40-taxon tree has two well separated branches, making it relatively easier to be recovered.
The signiﬁcance of the MAST scores produced by SAMC was assessed using the two-sample t-test. The test p-values were summarized in Table 6. The hypotheses corresponding to the ﬁrst
entry of Table 6 are H0 : SAMC and MrBayes produced the same
MAST scores for the 20-taxon data versus H1 : SAMC produced higher
MAST scores for the 20-taxon data. The hypotheses corresponding
to other entries are similar. Table 6 indicates that the consensus
trees produced by SAMC tend to be more resembled to the true
trees than those produced by MrBayes and BAMBE, especially
when the number of taxa is large. The tests are generally signiﬁcant at a level of 0.01, except that the case SAMC versus BAMBE
with 20 taxa is signiﬁcant at a level of 0.05. This is reasonable,
as the SAMC and BAME employ the same local moves and the
example is relatively simple. Later, we simulated independently
another 100 datasets for the case of 20 taxa. Putting the results
of 200 datasets together, we got the p-values 3:57  104 and
8:71  103 for the tests SAMC versus MrBayes and SAMC versus
BAMBE, respectively.
In addition to MAST scores, SAMC also produced more accurate
estimates of j than did MrBayes and BAMBE for these datasets.
This can be easily seen from Table 7, which showed the root mean
square errors of the estimates. It is known that root mean square
error calibrates both the bias and variance of the estimates.

Table 4
Bayesian analysis for the parameters of the HKY85 model used for the simulated 30-taxon and 40-taxon datasets. CPU: CPU time (in minutes) cost by a single run of the algorithm
on an Intel Pentium III computer. Averaged log-likelihood: the difference of the averaged log-likelihood value produced by the respective method and that produced by BAMBE.
Each entry of the table is calculated by averaging over ﬁve independent runs, and the number in the parentheses represent the standard deviation of the corresponding average.
Averaged log-likelihood

j

pA

pG

pC

pT

6.2

4.51
(0.30)

2.01
(2.3e3)

0.248
(1.4e4)

0.158
(1.9e4)

0.330
(2.4e4)

0.265
(1.1e4)

18.7

0.45
(0.95)

1.72
(1.4e3)

0.245
(3.3e4)

0.158
(2.8e4)

0.331
(3.7e4)

0.267
(4.5e4)

BAMBE

6.4

0
(1.53)

1.35
(1.0e1)

0.241
(1.7e3)

0.151
(5.5e3)

0.337
(4.6e3)

0.271
(1.4e3)

40 taxa
SAMC

6.7

5.67
(0.51)

1.70
(1.5e2)

0.251
(3.5e4)

0.161
(2.6e4)

0.315
(2.4e4)

0.273
(2.8e4)

25.5

2.07
(1.84)

1.68
(2.7e3)

0.250
(3.1e4)

0.162
(3.2e4)

0.315
(4.6e4)

0.273
(4.9e4)

8.0

0
(1.53)

1.39
(9.3e2)

0.247
(2.3e3)

0.156
(2.4e3)

0.320
(4.4e3)

0.276
(1.6e3)

Methods
30 taxa
SAMC
MrBayes

MrBayes
BAMBE

CPU (m)
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Table 5
Bayesian analysis for the parameters of the HKY85 model used in the extensive simulation study. Averaged log-likelihood: the difference of the averaged log-likelihood value
produced by the respective method and that produced by BAMBE. Each entry of the table is calculated by averaging the results over 100 independent datasets. and the number in
the parentheses represent the standard deviation of the corresponding average.
Averaged log-likelihood

j

pA

pG

pC

pT

MAST

2.427
(3.512)

1.998
(0.001)

0.283
(0.002)

0.181
(0.001)

0.266
(0.001)

0.271
(0.001)

98.940
(0.228)

MrBayes

0.771
(3.652)

1.855
(0.024)

0.279
(0.002)

0.181
(0.001)

0.267
(0.001)

0.272
(0.002)

97.950
(0.344)

BAMBE

0
(3.653)

1.810
(0.019)

0.283
(0.002)

0.177
(0.001)

0.270
(0.001)

0.270
(0.002)

98.280
(0.292)

9.743
(3.28)

1.998
(0.001)

0.277
(0.002)

0.178
(0.001)

0.294
(0.001)

0.250
(0.001)

78.123
(0.333)

MrBayes

5.146
(3.166)

2.154
(0.032)

0.274
(0.002)

0.181
(0.001)

0.295
(0.001)

0.252
(0.001)

75.182
(0.350)

BAMBE

0
(4.522)

1.514
(0.016)

0.271
(0.002)

0.174
(0.001)

0.303
(0.002)

0.252
(0.002)

72.413
(0.312)

30.084
(3.535)

1.952
(0.010)

0.288
(0.002)

0.183
(0.001)

0.298
(0.001)

0.232
(0.001)

85.704
(0.432)

MrBayes

22.838
(3.533)

2.410
(0.048)

0.283
(0.002)

0.185
(0.001)

0.296
(0.001)

0.236
(0.001)

83.948
(0.434)

BAMBE

0
(7.727)

1.389
(0.021)

0.288
(0.002)

0.171
(0.001)

0.305
(0.001)

0.236
(0.002)

81.716
(0.526)

Methods
20 taxa
SAMC

30 taxa
SAMC

40 taxa
SAMC

Table 6
The p-values of the two-sample t-tests (with unequal variances) for the MAST values
produced by SAMC versus those produced by MrBayes and BAMBE.
Data

SAMC
20 Taxa

30 Taxa

MrBayes

8:73  10

BAMBE

3:83  102

3

40 Taxa
9

2:88  10
0.00

2:30  103
1:01  108

Table 7
The root mean square errors (RMSEs) of the estimates of j produced by SAMC,
MrBayes and BAMBE for the 300 datasets. For an estimate of j, the RMSE is deﬁned as
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^ denotes the estimate and s2j^ denotes the variance of the
^  2Þ2 þ s2j^ , where j
ðj
estimate.
Data

20 Taxa

30 Taxa

40 Taxa

SAMC
MrBayes
BAMBE

0.0019
0.1472
0.1904

0.0023
0.1569
0.4867

0.0485
0.4132
0.6117

Finally, we would like to point out that Table 5 indicates a positive correlation between the averaged log-likelihood values and
the averaged MAST scores. That is, the consensus trees constructed
from higher likelihood trees tend to be more similar to the true

trees. This further implies that the higher likelihood trees tend to
be more similar to the true trees. This also explains why SAMC
tends to outperform BAMBE and MrBayes; SAMC less likely gets
trapped in local energy minima, and thus has more chance to infer
correctly from the posterior distribution of the phylogeny.
4.3. Cichlid ﬁshes
In this subsection, we analyzed aligned protein coding mitochondrial DNA sequences obtained from 32 species of cichlid
ﬁshes (Kocher et al., 1995). Table 1 of the supporting document
shows the tribal classiﬁcation of 32 species of African cichlid ﬁsh.
Taxa 1–5 form a ﬂock from Lake Malawi. The remainder from
Lake Tanganyika (6–31 taxa) constitute a Tanganyikan ﬂock. The
Malawi, Ectodini, and Lamprologini tribes are represented by
the letters A; C, and D, respectively. Class B consists of {6, 7, 8, 9},
a combination of most of Tropheini and one species of Limnochromini. Classes E ¼ f22; 23; 24; 26; 27g and F ¼ f28; 29; 30; 31g
are convenient conglomerations (pseudoclades) of the remaining
tribes. Taxon {25} is not grouped. Taxon {32} is an outgroup from
cichlid America. Each DNA sequence consists of 1044 sites. Across
all species, identical nucleotides are observed on 567 sites, and
the nucleotides on the remaining sites are used for phylogenetic
tree construction. The HKY85 model was considered for the real
dataset.

Table 8
Bayesian analysis for the parameters of the HKY85 model used for the cichlid ﬁsh example. CPU: CPU time (in minutes) cost by a single run of the algorithm on an Intel Pentium III
computer. Averaged log-likelihood: the difference of the averaged log-likelihood value produced by the respective method and that produced by BAMBE. Each entry of the table is
calculated by averaging over ﬁve independent runs, and the number in the parentheses represent the standard deviation of the corresponding average.
Averaged log-likelihood

j

pA

pG

pC

pT

9.3

2.83
(0.34)

6.03
(8.2e2)

0.243
(4.5e4)

0.158
(1.7e4)

0.347
(2.5e4)

0.253
(4.1e4)

MrBayes

22.5

1.22
(1.06)

6.83
(1.1e2)

0.246
(2.6e4)

0.158
(2.2e4)

0.344
(2.7e4)

0.252
(4.6e4)

BAMBE

10.1

0.0
(2.32)

5.73
(2.7e1)

0.246
(3.2e3)

0.150
(5.8e3)

0.348
(2.0e3)

0.256
(2.4e3)

Methods
SAMC

CPU (m)
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the consensus trees produced by SAMC, MrBayes and BAMBE for the cichlid ﬁsh example.

SAMC was ﬁrst applied to this example. The sample space was
partitioned as follows: E1 ¼ fx : UðxÞ > 8701g; E2 ¼ fx : 8701 P
UðxÞ > 8699g; ; E39 ¼ fx : 8627 P UðxÞ > 8625g; E40 ¼ fx : UðxÞ 6
8625g. SAMC was run ﬁve times and each run consisted of
2:2  105 iterations. For comparison, MrBayes and BAMBE were
also applied to this example. Each software was run ﬁve times,
and each run consisted of 2:2  105 iterations. The ﬁrst 2  104
samples were discarded for the burn-in process, and the samples
generated in the remaining iterations were used for phylogeny
inference. The results were summarized in Table 8. Again, SAMC
produced the highest averaged likelihood value among the three
Bayesian methods. In Fig. 5, we compared the consensus trees produced by the three methods. It is interesting to note that these
trees are all very similar.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have applied the stochastic approximation
Monte Carlo algorithm to Bayesian phylogeny analysis. The new
method was compared with two popular Bayesian phylogeny software, BAMBE and MrBayes, on simulated and real datasets. The
numerical results indicate that our method outperforms BAMBE
and MrBayes. Among the three methods, SAMC produced the consensus trees which are most similar to the true trees, and the model parameter estimates which have the smallest mean square
errors, but cost the least CPU time.
Comparing to BAMBE and MrBayes, SAMC less likely gets
trapped by local energy minima, and thus has more chance of
inferring correctly from the posterior distribution for the phylogeny. This is also the reason why SAMC tends to outperform BAMBE
and MrBayes. This work can be extended in various ways, e.g.,
applying SAMC to more complicated evolutionary models. We note
that efﬁciency of SAMC can be improved further by incorporating
some smoothing techniques into its sampling procedure as suggested by Liang (2009b).
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